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Updating the Land Use Regulation
The need for a revision of the land use
regulation
The city core of Tripoli is experiencing very strong
contradictory pressures aiming at rehabilitating
the urban fabric according to the new context
linked to the national reform implemented during
the recent years.
The current land use regulation has been defined
in another context, that of the 1980s. Until
recently, public and private investments were
quite limited in the city centre making not effective
the Regulations adopted in 1999.
Economic openness and the new development
policy aiming at promoting private investment
change the nature of needs.
The land use and urban design regulation in force
is inadequate to meet the major challenges of
development occurring in the heart of the capital.
It is therefore necessary to amend this regulation
to make them more understandable to the
population and more responsive to economic and
social changes in progress, within the framework
of the sustainable development vision described
above, combining economic attractiveness, social
welfare and respect for the environment.
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The proposed development Scheme
The adopted development option reflects the
sustainable development previously presented
and includes the following planning orientations:
t Opening of the city on the first and the second
basin of the port. The first basin which will
be conceived as an inland lake for recreation
in the heart of the city and witness of the
historic relationship between the city and the
Mediterranean Sea. The second basin was,
designed as the focal point of trade with the
Mediterranean Sea and as a site of historic
defense of the city with the existence of its
military port. This will include the coastal road
replanning along the first and second basins
through the reduction of traffic speed and
removal of bridges and intersections to make
room for easy access to larger public spaces
from nearby the basins.
t Preserving and enhancing the historic town’s
core which is split between the Old City walls
and the Old City centre marked by former
Ottoman era suburbs and their additions
from early twentieth century, and the new
modern urban extensions developed until
mid XXieth century. The Old City centre will
keep its calling to house small businesses,
prestigious administrative offices, embassies
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and buildings for a wide mix of functions.
Special protective measures have to be
taken for the preservation of monuments,
remarkable buildings and areas potentially
rich in archaeological heritage as well as their
environment.
Achieving the implementation of the new
Tripoli Central Business District (towers
district) with a commercial and business
calling extended to the West of the Old City
centre.
Opening this new CBD to the sea by the
demolition of buildings located within 100
meters of the coastline, the development and
expansion of the beach, the development of
green spaces and fresh links to connect the
resort with the surroundings.
Preserving the rocky coast and islands,
witnesses of the city implantation’s historic
site by banning all construction and by the
demolition of the old embankments made on
the rocks.
Urban densification around the city centre
in conformity with a tramway route opening,
along Al Jumhuriyya Avenue by the addition
of appropriate urban shapes at the foot of
large apartment buildings, continuing the
villas districts densification using urban design
rules.
Improvement of the East-West connections
and mainly the access to new CBD by the
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expansion of ways within the CBD and its
access from Nasr Boulevard, Bab Azizia, the
enlarging of Al Jumhuriyya Boulevard and the
reconfiguration of the City Centre gates.
Enhancement of new centres in the city,
through major urban operations around
the city centre’s main gates, located along
the urban Green Belt as well as incentive
and densification measures along the main
shopping axes within the City Centre.
Improvement of urban landscape by
developing new parks, expanding the beach,
adding in line plantations along boulevards,
establishing the green corridor starting from
al Wadi Street (site of a former wadi), reaching
a better control of urban forms by applying
urban design rules more coherent and in
consistency with the existing urban forms.
A greater urban security by floods and erosion
hazard prevention, a better information on
earthquake hazard, the underground and
hazard associated with industrial activities.
Finally a better urban management through
public information on infrastructures’ networks
existence (drinking water, drainage-sewerage
system, electricity, telecommunication, road
systems) and aeronautical or safeguarding
constraints against obstacles in major radiomagnetic beams.

Tripoli City Centre Development Scheme
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Ensure the continuity between the public space and the sea (Photo: Barcelona).

Major points in the proposed regulation’s
Major points of the new proposed regulation
(see the annexed reports) can be summarized as
follows:
1. A new zoning more in line with the existing
urban morphology. In fact, the implementation
of the regulation in force (2nd Generation) would
gradually lead to the disappearance of the
built heritage of the Ottoman town (nineteenth
century) and the classical and modernist city
(1st half of the twentieth century) who are yet
remarkable ensembles and unique in the history
of the architecture and urban design in the world,
marking the identity of the city. Similarly, taking
better account of differences between the urban
fabrics of housing should help preserve the
architectural and urban heritage of the 2nd half of
the twentieth century.
2. Each of the proposed regulation areas has
a special regulation which modifies the earlier
ones, adapting them to the new Zoning and
new urban dynamics. These regulations have
been supplemented by a group of architectural
recommandations (see annexed reports).
3. The inclusion of specific rules to protect the
monuments registered in the National Cultural
Heritage Inventory is another contribution of
this new regulation. Protection perimeters of
500 meters around each of these monuments
guarantee the preservation of their environment.
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4. Identification of remarkable architectural
heritage is marked on the zoning plan and listed
in the Charter’s annex. These buildings cannot be
demolished or disfigurated and must be restored
or rehabilitated in conformity with their original
architectural character.
5. Building the new roads foreseen in the zoning
in force (2nd Generation) has been little done
because it did not always take into account the
existing structures. In addition, many routes layout
are designed for car’s speed that does not reflect
the real traffic constrains or new approaches
to urban security. It was therefore necessary
to remove most of the corners cut to take into
account the real context as well as different
traffic speeds expected in the narrow streets of
downtown, and finally keep only the corners cut
on some major junctions.
6. Many planned streets openings were
unrealized, some of them causing damages
in historic or popular districts. Some of these
planned openings were not kept in the new plan
in order to preserve the character and quality of
the urban fabric.
7. New roads enlargings and openings are
proposed to ensure continuity of the main links,
particularly towards the new business centres, for
example the towers district of the City Centre or to
ensure exchanges between areas divided up by
closed buildings blocks.

Models of proposed projects in the city of Tripoli.

8. The new urban design regulation allows
managing urban transformations performed on
parcels used for individual projects. However,
it cannot pretend to organize urban changes
of large sites (total areas) to be subject to
major changes. Thus, the regulation proposes
rules by default and identifies areas of major
development projects which, if implemented will
allow to completely redefining urban forms which
will follow these projects without entering into
restrictive details... These areas need to meet the
broad development goals set by the Government
with need for flexibility to negotiate the project
with potential investors. This document bring
these strategic areas together in seven major
strategic sectors that may follow a different
process of urban development than the one
generated by the urban design regulation. The
proposed regulation could be applied till these
large scale development project would be
developed when the relevant decision is taken.
9. To promote the development of commercial
activity on the main boulevards, urban land located
along commercial axes benefit from incentive
measures for construction. The buildings along
these broad lines are obliged to create steadily
arcaded galleries and have the possibility of
building an additional floor, on a depth of 15 meters
and a recess inside the parcel.
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10. The mix of functions is favored in all areas.
However the very polluting and very damaging
activities are systematically rejected outside the
city centre.
11. To Take into account all the standards,
specially aerial environmental easements related
to civil aviation and telecommunication networks,
easements related to natural hazards of flooding
(along the Wadi), risk of erosion (along the shore)
and linked to the nature of the underground
(ground water, soil quality).
12. The social mix is encouraged by the
continuing developments in the popular pericentre through traditional habitat improvement
and housing conditions in the historical centre and
its families collective housing.
13. Improvement of accessibility is favored by
strengthening the public transport, Al Jumhuriyya
Boulevard (Avenue) and certain streets expansion,
including access to the new business centre.
14. Increasing the peri-centre density, a
necessary condition to see nearby land pressure
on the historical centre, is favored by higher
densities and major development projects at the
downtown entrances.

